We present new CDF results on the branching fractions and time-integrated direct CP asymmetries for B 0 and B 
Branching fractions and direct CP asymmetries of charmless B decay modes at the Tevatron 
INTRODUCTION
The decay modes of B mesons into pairs of charmless pseudo-scalar mesons are effective probes of the quark-mixing (CKM) matrix and sensitive to potential new physics effects. The large production cross section of B hadrons of all kinds at the Tevatron allows measuring such decays in new modes, which are important to supplement our understanding of B meson decays. The still unobserved B 0 s → K − π + mode could be used to measure γ [1] and its CP asymmetry could be a powerful model-independent test of the source of direct CP asymmetry in the B system [2] . This may provide useful information to solve the current discrepancy between the asymmetries observed in the neutral A CP (B 0 → K + π − ) and charged mode A CP (B + → K + π 0 ) [3] . The B 0 s → π + π − and B 0 → K + K − modes proceed through annihilation and exchange topologies, which are currently poorly known and a source of significant uncertainty in many theoretical calculations [4, 5] . A measurement of both modes would allow a determination of the strength of these diagrams [6] .
CDF II is a multipurpose magnetic spectrometer surrounded by calorimeters and muon detectors [7] . A silicon micro-strip detector (SVXII) and a cylindrical drift chamber (COT) situated in a 1.4 T solenoidal magnetic field reconstruct charged particles in the pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 1.0. The SVXII consists of five concentric layers of double-sided silicon detectors with radii between 2.5 and 10.6 cm, each providing a measurement with 15 µm resolution in the azimuthal (φ) direction and 70 µm along the beam (z) direction. The COT has 96 measurement layers, between 40 and 137 cm in radius, organized into alternating axial and ±2
• stereo "super-layers". The transverse momentum resolution is σ pT /p T ≃ 0.15% p T /(GeV/c) and the observed mass-widths are about 14 MeV/c 2 for J/ψ → µ + µ − decays, and about 9 MeV/c 2 for
The specific energy loss by ionization (dE/dx) of charged particles in the COT can be measured from the amount of charge collected by each wire.
Throughout this paper, C-conjugate modes are implied and branching fractions indicate CPaverages unless otherwise stated.
DATA SAMPLE
We analysed an integrated luminosity Ldt ≃ 1 fb −1 sample of pairs of oppositely-charged particles with p T > 2 GeV/c and p T (1) + p T (2) > 5.5 GeV/c, used to form B 0 (s) meson candidates. The trigger required also a transverse opening angle 20
• < ∆φ < 135
• between the two tracks, to reject background from particle pairs within the same jet and from back-to-back jets. In addition, both charged particles were required to originate from a displaced vertex with a large impact parameter d 0 (100 µm < d 0 < 1 mm), while the B 0 (s) meson candidate was required to be produced in the primarypp interaction (d 0 (B) < 140 µm) and to have travelled a transverse distance L xy (B) > 200 µm.
In the offline analysis, an unbiased optimization procedure determined a tightened selection on track-pairs fit to a common decay vertex. We chose the selection cuts minimizing directly the expected uncertainty of the physics observables to be measured (through several "pseudoexperiments"). We used just two different sets of cuts, respectively optimized to measure the CP asymmetry
, since those two measurements are the main focus of the analysis. For the latter, the sensitivity for discovery and limit setting [8] was optimized rather than the statistical uncertainty on the particular parameter, since the mode had not yet been observed. It was verified that the former set of cuts is also adequate to measure other decay rates of the larger yield modes (
, while the latter, tighter set of cuts, is well suited to measure the decay rates and CP asymmetries related to rare modes (B
. In addition to tightening the trigger cuts, in the offline analysis the discriminating power of the B 0 (s) meson isolation and of the information provided by the 3D reconstruction capability of the CDF tracking were used, allowing a great improvement in the signal purity. Isolation is defined as
, in which the sum runs over every other track (not from the B meson) within a cone of unit radius in the η − φ space around the B 0 (s) meson flight direction. By requiring I(B) > 0.5, we reduced the background by a factor four while keeping almost 80% of signal. The 3D silicon tracking allowed multiple vertices to be resolved along the beam direction and the rejection of fake tracks, reducing the background by a factor of two, with only a small efficiency loss on signal. The resulting ππ-mass distributions (see Fig. 1 
Three-body B decays 
, using a pion mass assumption for both decay products. Cumulative projections of the likelihood fit for each mode are overlaid.
FIT TO THE B DECAY-MODE COM-POSITION
The resolution in invariant mass and in particle identification is not sufficient for separating the individual decay modes on an event-byevent basis, therefore we performed an unbinned maximum likelihood fit, combining kinematic and particle identification information to statistically determine both the contribution of each mode, and the relative contributions to the CP asymmetries. For the kinematic portion, we used three loosely correlated observables to summarize the information carried by all possible values of invariant mass of the B candidate, resulting from different mass assignments to the two outgoing particles [9] . They are: (a) the mass M ππ calculated with the charged pion mass assignment to both particles; (b) the signed momentum imbalance α = (1 − p 1 /p 2 )q 1 , where p 1 (p 2 ) is the lower (higher) of the particle momenta, and q 1 is the sign of the charge of the particle of momentum p 1 ; (c) the scalar sum of the particle momenta p tot = p 1 + p 2 . Using these three variables, the mass of any particular mode M 12 can be written as:
where m 1 (m 2 ) is the mass of the lower (higher) momentum particle. For simplicity, Eq. (1) is written as a function of p 1 and p 2 , but in the likelihood it was used as a function of α and p tot . The simulated average values of M ππ as a function of α for the eight B Particle identification (PID) information is summarized by a single observable κ 1(2) for track
, where dE/dx 1(2) (π) and dE/dx 1(2) (K) are the expected dE/dx 1(2) depositions for those particle assignments. With the chosen observables, the likelihood contribution of the i th event is written as:
where: 
The various terms of the likelihood functions are described below. The index j runs over the twelve distinguishable B Each likelihood term, both for signals and backgrounds, is factorized into three different contributions: a) the conditional probability distribution of the invariant mass M ππ given α and p tot (for the background M ππ is assumed to be independent of momentum), b) the joint conditional probability of PID variables κ 1 , κ 2 given α, p tot for a determined particles hypothesis, j in the case of signals (F j ) and l, m in the case of background (F l,m ), and c) the joint probability distribution of momentum variables α and p tot (P j(A,E) ).
R(M ππ |α, p tot ) = R(M ππ −M j (α, p tot ), α, p tot ) is the mass resolution function of each mode j when the correct mass is assigned to both tracks. The average mass M j (α, p tot ) is the value of M ππ obtained from Eq. (1) by setting the appropriate particle masses for each decay mode j and, by making a simple variable change, we obtain
, where M j is the invariant mass computed with the correct mass assignment to both particles for each mode j. α and p tot appear explicitly in the last equation since they are useful to parameterize the dependence of the mass resolution by the momenta.
The mass distribution of the physics background is parameterized with an "Argus function", defined by the notation A(M ππ ; c 2 , m 0 ) [10] , convoluted with a Gaussian distribution centered at zero with a width, in this case, equal to the mass resolution, while the combinatorial background with an exponential function. The background mass distribution was determined in the fit by varying the parameters c 1 , c 2 and m 0 in Eq. (5,6). The function P j(A,E) (α, p tot ) was parameterized by a product of polynomial and exponential functions fitted to Monte Carlo samples produced by a detailed de- tector simulation for each mode j, instead for the background terms was obtained from the mass sidebands of data.
The mass resolution function R was parameterized using the detailed detector simulation. To take into account non-Gaussian tails due to the emission of photons in the final state, we included soft photon emission in the simulation, using recent QED calculations [11] . The quality of the mass resolution model was verified in the simulation using about 500k 
distribution of dE/dx around the average pion response, for calibration samples of kaons and pions. COT samples the amount of ionization charge produced by a track by measuring the time-over-threshold (ns) of the pulse on each wire associated to the track. F j(l,m) (κ 1 , κ 2 |α, p tot ) functions in Eq. (7, 8) . In a > 95% pure D 0 sample, we obtained 1.4σ separation between kaons and pions (see Fig. 4 ). The PID background term in Eq. (8) is similar to the signal terms, but allows for independent pion, kaon, proton, and electron components, which are free to vary independently for physics (combinatorial) background. In Eq. (8) 
FIT RESULTS AND SYSTEMATICS
We performed two separate fits: the first using the cuts optimized to measure the direct A CP (B 0 → K + π − ) and the second to measure 
To convert the yields returned from the fit into relative branching fractions, we applied corrections for efficiencies of trigger and offline selection requirements for different decay modes. The relative efficiency corrections between modes do not exceed 20%. Most corrections were determined from the detailed detector simulation, with some exceptions which were measured using data. A momentum-averaged relative isolation efficiency between B 0 s and B 0 of 1.07 ± 0.11 was determined from fully-reconstructed samples of
The lower specific ionization of kaons with respect to pions in the drift chamber is responsible for a ≃ 5% lower efficiency to reconstruct a kaon. This effect was measured in a sample of D + → K − π + π + decays triggered on two tracks, using the unbiased third track. The only correction needed for the direct CP asymmetries
was a ≤ 0.6% shift due to the different probability for K + and K − to interact with the tracker material. The measurement of this correction has been achieved using a sample of 1M of prompt D 0 → K − π + decays reconstructed and selected using the same criteria as B was measured.
Mode
Ns Quantity Measurement B(10 −6 )
-0.086 ± 0.023 ± 0.009
0.259 ± 0.017 ± 0.016 5.10 ± 0.33 ± 0.36
0.324 ± 0.019 ± 0.041 24.4 ± 1.4 ± 4.6
0.066 ± 0.010 ± 0.010 5.0 ± 0.75 ± 1.0
0.39 ± 0.15 ± 0.08
0.007 ± 0.004 ± 0.005 0.53 ± 0.31 ± 0.40 (< 1.36 @ 90% CL)
0.020 ± 0.008 ± 0.006 0.39 ± 0.16 ± 0.12 (< 0.7 @ 90% CL)
0.66 ± 0.14 ± 0.08
by the short-lived B 0 s component, that Γ s = Γ d , and ∆Γ s /Γ s = 0.12 ± 0.06 [14, 15] . The latter uncertainty is included in estimating the overall systematic uncertainty.
The dominant contributions to the systematic uncertainty are the statistical uncertainty on the isolation efficiency (B 
The second systematic, due to dE/dx, is a large systematic of all measurements, although the parameterization of the dE/dx is very accurate. The fit of composition is very sensitive to the PID information. The third one is due to the statistical uncertainty of the possible combinatorial background models and it is a dominant systematic for the observables of the rare modes. Smaller systematic uncertainties are assigned for trigger efficiencies, physics background shape, kinematics, B meson masses and lifetimes.
RESULTS
The relative branching fractions are listed in Table 1 , where f d and f s indicate the production fractions respectively of B 0 and B 0 s from fragmentation of a b quark inpp collisions. An upper limit is also quoted for modes in which no significant signal is observed [16] . We also list absolute results obtained by normalizing the data to the world-average of B(B 0 → K + π − ) [3] . The contributions from the likelihood fit for each decay mode are shown in Fig. 1 .
We report the first observation of three new rare charmless decays B is in agreement with the latest theoretical expectation [17] which is lower than the previous predictions [4, 18] . We measured for the first time in the B [19, 20] and with the previous CDF measurement [13] . An improved systematic uncertainty is expected for the final analysis of the same sample.
The results for the B 0 are in agreement with world average values [3] . The measurement A CP (B 0 → K + π − ) = −0.086 ± 0.023 ± 0.009 is the world's second best measurement and the significance of the new world average A −6 has the same uncertainty of the current measurements [3] while the B 0 s → π + π − upper limit (already the world's best [13] ) was improved by a factor 1.3, approaching the expectations from recent calculations [5, 21] . We also report the first observation of two new baryon charmless modes Λ − ) = 0.66 ± 0.14 ± 0.08, in agreement with the expectations from [22] .
